We propose a general framework which can be used for modeling and predicting the popularity of online contents. The aim of our modeling is not inferring the precise popularity value of a content, but inferring the likelihood with which the content will be popular. Our approach is rooted in survival analysis which deals with the survival time until an event of a failure or death. Survival analysis assumes that predicting the precise lifetime of an instance is very hard but predicting the likelihood of the lifetime of an instance is possible based on its hazard distribution. Additionally we position ourselves in the standpoint of an external observer who has to model the popularity of contents only with publicly available information. Thus, the goal of our proposed methodology is to model a certain popularity metric, such as the lifetime of a content and the number of comments which a content receives, with a set of explanatory factors, which are observable by the external observer.
Introduction
The emergence of Web 2.0 and Online Social Networking (OSN) services, such as Digg 1 , YouTube 2 , Facebook 3 , and Twitter 4 , has changed how users generate and consume online contents. The YouTube site report of 24 h worth of video upload every minute 5 witnesses that the amount of user-generated contents is growing fast. Sharing and commenting on other users' contents via online social networking services constitute a significant part of today's Internet users' web experience. In this context understanding ''how do users find contents that are interesting?''and ''how do certain contents rise in popularity?'' becomes of utmost importance. Such a mechanism will be extremely expedient in this age of information deluge both for providers and users that can privilege those mostly likely to get popular content. The popularity of an online content is not a well-defined term. It is highly subjective and can be related to a mixture of endogenous and exogenous factors. The choice of factors varies among web services, persons and contents. Nevertheless, the popularity of online contents is by nature difficult to predict. For example, the flurry of contents and reactions happening very early on the occasion of the death of Michael Jackson was probably far more than what could have been predicted by any model. Some contents become increasingly popular over time following a cascading effect [1] and it is hard to predict which contents will eventually instigate such a cascading effect. It is also noteworthy that accessibility and observability of the predictor factors may vary; an OSN user has not the same visibility into OSN metrics than an OSN operator. The predictability of online contents will depend on which popularity metrics we have access to. It is therefore important to consider what factors do we take into consideration and which explicit data and related measures could be used to represent the popularity. Last but not least the popularity data are censored by nature; when one evaluates the popularity of an online content at time T, he can never be sure that this content will not continue to attract popularity in the future, so that the prediction done on a content popularity might be attained later. All these difficulties compound the challenge of predicting popularity.
In [2] , Szabo and Huberman presented a linear regression to predict the long-time popularity of an online content from early measurement of user access pattern. More precisely, the authors of [2] observed a linear correlation between the logarithmically transformed long-time popularity of a content with its the logarithm of its early measured popularity, i.e. they observe that the order of magnitude of the long-time popularity can be predicted using the order of magnitude of early popularity. However, in order to obtain this linear correlation they had to remove from their analysis 11% of contents assumed as outliers. A more annoying fact is that because of the logarithmic transform applied to the popularity, the prediction errors behave as a multiplicative coefficient to the long-term popularity. This results in large prediction errors. The weakness of linear regression and of log-linear regression is also confirmed in [3] , where a reservoir computing based prediction of the logarithm of the long-term popularity is proposed. However, the reservoir computing predictor lack of explanatory ability, it is not easy to compare the effectiveness of different predictive factors on the long-term popularity.
In this paper, we take the standpoint of an individual user who has to infer the popularity of a content from publicly observable data, such as the lifetime of threads and the number of published comments. Based on OSN privacy rules, different users may have different views of popularities and their choices of measures would thus be different. Our goal in this paper is to propose a generic approach allowing users to weight the impact of different contributing factors and choose the few most relevant. Our approach in this paper differs from [2] and [3] ; rather than targeting a precise prediction of the popularity that as explained will be anyway very difficult, we have an explanatory factor analysis, wish to determine and weight explanatory factors, that could explain the popularity of online contents. Our approach is related to survival analysis in biostatistics. A patient with a cancerous metastasis might stay alive much longer than predicted by his (her) doctors, when a healthy young person might die in a car accident. Nevertheless, predicting the likelihood that one will survive longer than a threshold or another individual is possible. In particular one can evaluate the effect of risk factors (like smoking, blood pressure, or more simply age) and compare their impact. Our approach in this paper is similar; we do not aim at inferring the precise popularity of a content but we rather aim to determine the likelihood or the probability that a content with given characteristics will attract popularity above a given threshold. We want also to be able to compare the explanatory power of different predictors in order to choose the most useful variables.
To address the above-described goals, we will use in this paper a Cox proportional hazard regression model [4] . This approach is frequently applied in biostatistics to model human survival and in reliability theory. This model works on the empirically observed cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the content popularity rather than working on the individual popularity values. It divides the CDF of the observable content popularity measure into two components: (a) one that can be explained by the given set of explanatory factors, called risk factors, and (b) a baseline distribution function that integrates all the effect and factors not taken into account by explanatory factors. We motivate later this modeling choice.
We validate the use of this model over two datasets crawled from two online thread-based discussion forums: dpreview.com and myspace.com. Our datasets contain information about 267,000 threads and 2.5 million comments. The use of threadbased OSN is a particularity of this paper that differentiate it further from other works in the literature like [2, 3] . Indeed, defining the popularity of a thread is more difficult as generally discussion forums do not provide any information about the content access statistics. We therefore assume that the popularity of a thread is captured by the number of comments in it and by its lifetime.
The contributions of our paper are the following:
1. We show that the survival analysis is applicable to predict the popularity of an online content. For this purpose we have implemented the Cox proportional hazard regression model to predict the likelihood of a popularity metric using a set of publicly observable explanatory variables. 2. The survival analysis extracts from the popularity observation what can be related to the given explanatory factors from what cannot be related to them and should be assumed as coming from other sources not considered (or not observable) in the given explanatory factors (the baseline hazard). In particular we show that the baseline hazard can be modeled very well using a Weibull distribution, providing therefore a complete parametric model for describing the popularity of the online contents. Moreover the analysis enables us to weight the different possible explanatory factors and to choose a subset of them for modeling and predicting the popularity. 3. We validate our approach by modeling two kinds of popularity metrics, the lifetime of threads and the number of comments, with two different online discussion forums and show that our proposed approach is able to predict the likelihood of the fate of an online content after only a short period of observation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we explain survival analysis and the Cox proportional hazard regression model and in Section 3 and 4 we describe our prediction methodology. Section 5 gives our experiment results of predicting the lifetime of threads and the number of comments of threads. We present related work in Section 6 and finally we conclude this paper in Section 7.
Background
In this section we briefly explain the survival analysis and its three key functions in Section 2.1 and describe the Cox proportional hazard regression model and its interpretation in Section 2.2. Then we present how to interpret a set of distributions from two components of the Cox model in a figure in Section 2.3 and we explain why we use survival analysis and Cox proportional hazard regression model to model and predict the popularity of online contents in Section 2.4.
Survival analysis
Survival analysis is a branch of statistics that deals with survival time until an event of failure or death. It is widely used in various areas, such as biology, engineering, economics, and sociology. However the approach is generic and can be applied to any random variable. We define three main functions, failure, survival, and hazard functions relevant to survival analysis. As we are applying survival analysis to another domain where the concept of death or failure is irrelevant, we need to define our terms. In the forthcoming and throughout this paper, T represents a random variable denoting the time until an event happens (for example, the time when an online content receives the last attention). We will name this event a ''death'' or a ''failure'' event; the value t is the wall clock time.
Failure function F(t) and survival function S(t)
The failure function F(t) or cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the random variable T is the probability to fail or die before a certain time t. It is defined as FðtÞ ¼ PrfT rtg. We moreover define the probability density function (PDF), f(t), as the derivate of F(t), f ðtÞ ¼ @FðtÞ=@t.
These definitions can be extended to the discrete case, where rather than time to die, we are interested in the number of events before dying. When the random variable K represents the number of events, F(k) represents the probability that the instance fails before observing k events. So the PDF, f(k), will be defined as The survival function has the following remarkable property:
In other words, the surface under the survival function curve gives the mean lifetime.
Hazard function-h(t)
The hazard function h(t) gives the failure rate at time t conditioned on the instance being still alive at time t, i.e. the expected number of failures happening at or close to time t. The hazard function is given by Eq. (5): Fig. 1 . A random variable T following a Weibull distribution with shape factor g, and scale factor l will have
FðtÞ
ð13Þ
where Gð:Þ is the gamma function that extends the factorial function to non-integers. What makes the Weibull distribution remarkable and therefore widely used in survival analysis is the simple polynomial behavior of the cumulative hazard H(t) and the hazard rate h(t). This means that the death rate of a set of Weibull distributed random variables can be only related to time and will depend on only two factors a and l. In particular, when g ¼ 1, f(t) becomes an exponential distribution, the hazard rate becomes constant, hðtÞ ¼ 1=l and the cumulative hazard grows linearly, HðtÞ ¼ ðt=lÞ. Under this condition, the constant hazard rate means the remaining lifetime of an individual alive for a duration L does not depend on its age. When g41 the dying rate increases with time, i.e. the longer the variable lives, the more likely it will die soon. In other terms, for g41 the variable dies from oldness. When go1, the dying rate decreases with time, i.e. the longer the variable lives, the more likely it will continue to live.
Cox proportional hazard regression model
Cox proportional hazard regression [4] is a semi-parametric approach widely used for the survival analysis in practice. In the forthcoming, we describe the Cox regression model given that the failure time is a continuous random variable but the model can be extended in a straightforward way to the case where the failure time is a discrete variable K.
The Cox proportional hazard model assumes that the hazard rate function can be represented as a parametric linear combination of a set of risk factors
The hazard function h(t) is composed of two components:
1. A parametric part that depends linearly on the risk factors. The risk factors (RFs) X ¼ fx 1 , . . . ,x k g are the set of factors that influence the survival duration. As the risk factors are introduced through an exponential function, their effects become proportional, i.e., adding to the risk factor has a multiplicative effect on the hazard function. Therefore, the coefficient b i
represents the relative importance of risk factors. 2. The non-parametric part defined as baseline hazard h 0 ðtÞ gives the natural risk. This function gives the hazard when any risk factor is not presented. No assumption is made about the form of h 0 ðtÞ and its relation with time. Using Eq. (6), one can define a baseline survival function as S 0 ðtÞ ¼ exp ðÀ R t 0 h 0 ðtÞ dtÞ. The baseline survival S 0 ðtÞ defines the CCDF of a random variable describing the death time of a random variable that has no one of the risk factors in the set X.
is not dependent on time. It is used for evaluating the increase (or decrease) in risk with respect to the baseline hazard that an individual under study has to die.
Interpretation of fitting results
We illustrate the interpretation of the risk factor in Cox proportional hazard regression with three examples in Fig. 2 . We assume that S(t), represented by the dotted line, is an empirically observed distribution and S X ðtÞ is the residual baseline survival function after removing the risk factors X ¼ fA,B,Cg by fitting the Cox proportional hazard model, i.e. S(t) is the survival distribution when the risk factors in X are presented and S X ðtÞ is the baseline hazard without the presence of the risk factors in X. To simplify the discussion, we have presented the survival functions as straight lines. By definition Sð0Þ ¼ S X ð0Þ ¼ 1. The two curves diverge after this initial point. The wider is the distance between S(t) and S X ðtÞ, the more effective are the risk factors in X.
1. Fig. 2(a) shows that the overall lifetime is increased by the effects of the risk factor A as the expected lifetime in the presence of A, S(t), is larger than in the absence of A, S A ðtÞ. 2. Fig. 2(b) shows that while lifetime is increased by risk factor A, it is decreased by B. 3. Fig. 2(c) shows the empirically observed lifetime distribution S(t) and two baseline survival functions, S A ðtÞ and S C ðtÞ. We say that the risk factor A is more a significant factor that C because the lifetime in its absence is shorter than the lifetime in the absence of C.
Another interesting interpretation is related to Eq. (3) and gives a more refined analysis. The surface under the curve of S(t) is the overall mean lifetime, while the surface under the curve of S A ðtÞ is the mean lifetime after removing the impact of the risk factor A. We call it the mean baseline lifetime. By observing the difference between these two mean lifetimes, one can evaluate the impact of the risk factor on the lifetime; the larger this difference is, the more expressive this risk factor is. This property will be used to propose a heuristic for choosing a subset of explanatory variable for predicting the popularity of online contents.
Discussion
In this subsection, we will compare Cox proportional hazard regression with other regression techniques and describe why we believe it is well suited to predicting online contents popularity. A review of the existing literature in popularity prediction shows that because of high randomness in empirical data predicting precisely the popularity of online contents has appeared as a difficult problem. One can explain it by the intrinsic unpredictability and sometimes unrationality of popularity. To get around this problem, [2] has applied a logarithmic transformation on popularity, i.e. they predict the logarithm of popularity at the target time with the logarithm of the early popularity. Even after this transform the linear alignment is still not satisfactory and they have to remove 11% of their data (using a two-class clustering) as outlier to be able to do their prediction. The authors of [2] do not provide any method for deciding a priori if a content will belong to the outlier class or not. Nonetheless, the result model leads to large error on predicting the individual popularity of content as the regression error is magnified by the exponential applied to inverse the effects of the initial logarithm transform. We show in Fig. 3 the cloud of points representing the thread lifetime versus the number of comments in the first 6 days in D-myspace. Since no linear alignment in the figure means that such simple linear regression is not enough to predict the thread lifetime directly, we have to use another approach. Whenever the goals of [2] are similar to ours, the Cox regression is more convenient for the goal. With Cox regression we do not aim in predicting directly the popularity but rather to infer the likelihood that the popularity cross a threshold, or in other words the probability that a content will survive longer (or attract larger number views or comment) in popularity competition. With this assumption we do not have anymore to remove outliers from our dataset. In fact, the outlier effects are described by the baseline hazard that will capture the effect of all factors not taken into account in the risk factors. Whenever the baseline hazard can be modeled by a Weibull distribution, one can state that baseline hazard is capturing the curse of time (or momentum) effect leading to a very elegant model where the risk factors capture the rational and explanatory factors of popularity and the Weibull baseline hazard that in fact accounts for modeling errors, only depends on time.
In [3] , the authors used a reservoir computing neural network approach that achieves better prediction results, however, their approach consists of predicting the popularity of an online content using a sequence of previous days popularity. This goal is similar to the goal of authors of [6] that apply an ARMA model to predict the popularity of a YouTube content based on the time sequence of past days popularity. Whenever these approaches are interesting they diverge from our goal that is to do a very early prediction of the fate of a content eventually based on a very limited number of observations. Moreover, the authors of [3] state themselves in their conclusions that ''The Reservoir Computing shows excellent prediction performance (y). However, as it is a black box, its prediction capability is difficult to analytically interpret; moreover, because it is usually required to predict the popularity in an early age, the randomization effect still exists in the prediction.'' A strong point of the Cox regression is the fact that the resulting model is very easy to interpret analytically, in particular the value, e b i , represents the relative importance of the risk factor i, which can be difficult to extract from a neural network approach. There is moreover a rich literature on interpreting the statistical significance of each coefficient b i of the Cox regression in a statistical test theory framework.
The authors of [7] compared decision tree, neural networks, and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to determine if a content in the Digg cooperative recommendation and filtering OSN will attract a Digg score higher than a given threshold. The goals of this prediction study are similar to our goals. While the prediction results show a good ability to predict the popularity, the approach is missing an interpretative framework, which we have with the Cox proportional hazard regression, in particular the ability to compare the effectiveness of different predictive factors.
The above arguments and observation lead us to use the Cox proportional hazard regression model. However, this model has also some weaknesses. In particular it is based on a proportionality argument; risk factors have a multiplicative effect that is constant throughout the life of the individuals under study. To leverage this condition, authors in the biostatistics literature have suggested to use stratification or time products covariates [8] . However we did not need to do this in our case, as the fitting results were quite good as will be described in the forthcoming.
Selecting significant risk factors
Similarly to [2] , we use as explanatory or risk factors, which are early values of the online content attributes that are visible to an external user, e.g. the number of comments or the number of hits after a short time of the creation of online content. Indeed, this choice is governed by the availability of only these metrics. An OSN operator could have access to richer variable and can use them. However, the risk factors which are highly correlated may introduce collinearity that is harmful to the quality of inference. So we should select only significant risk factors instead of using all of them. The problem of variable selection in a model is a very classical problem. Several generic approaches have been coined to deal with variable choosing. Most of these techniques use penalized likelihood methods that penalize the likelihood with the number of variables used for constructing the model. For example, the LASSO technique uses the penalized likelihood method with the L1-penalty [9] . The authors of [10] present a non-concave penalized likelihood approach adapted to the Cox proportional hazards model and compare it with the LASSO technique. They show that with a proper choice of the regularization parameter and the penalty function, their proposed estimators can choose correctly the best subset of risk factors for regression.
In our case, we have only a small number of potential risk factor candidates, so instead of using a penalized likelihood approach, we will describe a visual heuristic based on the description given in Section 2.3. This heuristic will also give more insight into the impact of each chosen risk factors.
Our heuristic consists of choosing among the potential risk factors the subset that maximizes the performance of the predictive model. This involves (a) making all possible combinations of the potential risk factors, (b) applying the Cox regression model to each combination, and (c) following what described in Section 2.3, we calculate the mean baseline lifetime for each combination and evaluate its effect on the mean lifetime. We will choose the subset of potential risk factors that minimize the mean baseline lifetime. We also have to ensure that the potential risk factors are not too correlated to avoid multi-collinearity. We ensure this by checking the correlation between every two candidate factors in order to avoid the simultaneous use of highly correlated factors.
Cox proportional model fitting
Formally, we model the hazard function h(t) of a popularity metric through the Cox proportional hazard regression, which we described in Section 2. The popularity metric can be any measure of the popularity of online contents, such as the lifetime of threads and the number of received comments per thread and the risk factors can be any information related to the online contents and observed by a user who wishes to do the prediction of popularity.
After choosing the set of risk factors to be used, one can apply the Cox proportional regression to it and fit the long-term empirical distribution of long-term popularities obtained after the latest activity, such as comment and view, on a content. This fitting can be done using one of the several libraries that implement it.
However, our goal is to apply the Cox proportional regression in order to predict the popularity of an online content as early as possible. We therefore fit different regressions generated using different values of initial observation period. This enables us to find an observation window where the information from risk factors is enough to obtain a good prediction of the likelihood of popular contents. We use the same heuristic as described in Section 2.3; the further the baseline hazard goes from the empirical distribution the better becomes the predictive power of the variables relative to this observation period.
As explained in Section 2, a good fit of the baseline survival function with a Weibull distribution would be of high interest, as it will provide an elegant parametric model for the empirical distribution. Thus as the last step we will fit the baseline survival function resulting from the Cox proportional hazard regression to a Weibull distribution and evaluate the scale and shape parameters, g and l.
Finally the total hazard function of an empirical observation is inferred as
and using Eq. (6) one can derive an approximation of the empirical survival distribution. This is noteworthy that the only source of error in this approximation is relative to the fitting of h 0 ðtÞ with the Weibull distribution.
Therefore, for a given online content, the prediction process to derive its hazard value from its risk factors gives the likelihood (through Eq. (6)) that the online content will survive longer than a time t.
Experimental validation
In this section, we validate our proposed modeling methodology with two datasets crawled from two online discussion forums.
Datasets description
We collected two datasets, D-dpreview and D-myspace, extracted from online discussion forum services of forums.dpreview.com and forum.myspace.com. Table 1 shows a brief description and gives some statistics about the two datasets.
The web service Dpreview provides its users discussion forums about the specifications of all kinds of digital cameras. The D-dpreview dataset was made by crawling the information of all threads and all comments related to the Canon EOS 40D-10D. This topic has the largest number of threads when we started our data collection. We collected for each post either a thread or a comment, its position in the thread hierarchy, its anonymized user identifier and its posting timestamp. As the table shows, The OSN Myspace is a representative service where users create and share various contents, such as texts, images, and videos, with their social contacts. One of its functionalities is discussion forums where the users discuss and debate different issues categorized both by the service provide and the users. We crawled the information of all threads and comments from the Music-General forum, which had the largest number of threads among all forums, when we initiated our collection. We crawled from the forum the timestamp of each post posted between January 2004 and April 2008 and its position in the thread hierarchy. Differently from the D-dpreview, we could not collect the anonymized user identifier because the service providers hide information.
We plan to model describe the popularity of a thread using its lifetime and the number of comments in it. However we need to first define the lifetime of a thread. In the rest of this paper, we define the lifetime of a thread as the time span between the posting timestamp of the thread and the post timestamp of its last comment. Indeed as we have no access to the access statistics of thread contents, a thread can still be accessed and used long after the last comment is posted to it. Moreover it is not possible to definitely decide, if a comment is the last one as new comments might be added after our data collection. This means that our data might be censored. 6 Because of this, we assume that a thread is dead if it does not receive any new comment before its expiration time. We choose the thread expiration delay using the distribution of inter-arrival time of two consecutive comments in a thread. We show in Fig. 4 the CDF of inter-arrival time in D-dpreview and D-myspace, respectively. The CCDF in Fig. 4 shows that almost all the inter-comments time is less than 1 day and also shows that about 99.5% of intercomments time are less than 5 days for D-dpreview and less than 2 days D-myspace. Based on this observation we set the thread expiration delay for D-dpreview as 5 days (resp. 2 days for D-myspace).
Modeling the lifetime of threads
In this section, we present the results of modeling the popularity using thread lifetime. As explained we should use explanatory (risk) factors that are visible to an external observer. We assume that a user leaves comments on a thread that he is interested about. Based on this assumption, we have considered two classes of potential explanatory factors: global and temporal factors. We choose the following three potential explanatory factors all observable and measured at the observation time:
1. The total number of comments in a thread. 2. The number of comments posted by the author of the thread.
3. The number of unique users beside the author.
The temporal interest is captured in the inter-commenting times. An interesting thread can be expected to receive frequently comments. Thus, we consider also the following information as potential explanatory factors for the temporal user interests.
4. The time until the first comment. 5. The median of inter-comments time. 6. The mean of inter-comments time. 7. The variance of inter-comments time.
As we stated before, we have to first filter out useless factors that do not capture effects relative to the thread lifetime. For this purpose, we apply the heuristic described in Section 3. We present in Table 2 the mean value of the baseline survival function of the thread lifetime derived as the surface under the baseline survival function after removing the effect of an individual risk factor. One can see that variables 2 and 5 are almost useless as these factors can only explain a value 0.1 day out of the overall delay 1.48 day. We therefore remove these two factors from potential explanatory factors and consider only the five remaining explanatory factors:
1. the number of comments, 3. the number of comments by a thread poster, 4. the number of comment contributors, 6. the mean of inter-comment time, 7. the variance of inter-comment time.
In order to go further in the filtering, we checked the correlation coefficient among variables presented in Table 3 .
The table shows that the first explanatory factor is highly correlated with the fourth one. Thus, instead of using both Fig. 4 . CCDF of inter-comments time. 6 Censoring occurs when the value of a measurement is partially known.
factors, we use only one of them and now we use the first risk factor. Thereafter we have fitted the Cox regression for all possible combinations of the four remaining explanatory factors, 1, 3, 6, and 7 and derive the surface under the resulting baseline survival functions. The results are shown in Table 4 , where it can be seen that among all combinations the best results are obtained with the combination of the four explanatory factors. This combination of explanatory factors can explain 0.92 days (63%) out of the mean thread lifetime of 1.48 days. However a more precise look at Table 5 shows that almost the same mean is obtained using explanatory factors 1 (number of comments) and 6 (mean intercomment time) alone. We therefore decide to use this combination as explanatory factors.
In Fig. 5(a) and (d), we plot the empirical survival function S(t) and the baseline survival S 0 ðtÞ obtained from fitting the Cox regression with four (resp. three risk) factors to D-dpreview (resp. D-myspace). As described before, we fit the resulting baseline survival S 0 ðtÞ with a Weibull distribution and we present the result of the fit in Fig. 5(b) and (e). These two figures show that the two baseline survival distributions are well fitted with the Weibull distribution. The obtained scale and shape parameters are g ¼ 0:9909 and l ¼ 0:4286 for D-dpreview (resp. g ¼ 0:8616 and l ¼ 0:101 for D-myspace). The shape factors g for the two datasets are very close to 1, meaning that the baseline survival can be described as an exponential distribution and therefore a constant death rate of 2.33 (resp. 9.90). This is an important outcome as it means that only the risk factors to explain the variations in the lifetime of different threads, as the age is irrelevant.
In Fig. 5(c) and (f), we investigate if we can model the empirical survival function using the explanatory factors but observed early in the lifetime of the thread. For this purpose we fit a Cox regression model but with explanatory factor observed at different time intervals (1-6 days for D-dpreview and 3-24 h for D-myspace) after the creation of the thread. The resulting baseline hazard moves to the left with increasing observation time. Interestingly observing a thread only 6 days over D-dpreview gives as much information as observing its explanatory factor over the whole lifetime. Similarly for D-myspace, observing a thread 24 h after its creation gives almost as much information about the fate of the thread than observing it explanatory factor over the whole lifetime.
It is noteworthy that indeed the larger is the observation window the better will be the prediction. In practice, the observation window length is governed by operational constraints, coming from the entity that does the prediction. For example, an OSN operator might wish to decide at latest 1 day after the creation of a content if it will become popular and 2 days might be too late or too costly to be used. This means that the analysis provided in this section is an evaluation of the impact of an operationally dictated observation window size, rather than a way of deciding which is the best observation window. Nevertheless one could design a penalized cost function optimization balancing the improvement in estimation measured by the difference of the empirical mean with the surface under the baseline survival curve, with the cost of the longer observation window. This last point even if straightforward is out of the scope of this paper
In order to show the predictive power of the explanatory factors, we plot in Fig. 6 the thread lifetime as a function of the overall hazard e P i b i x i . It can be seen clearly that a large hazard results in a small lifetime, and inversely all long living threads have small risk. Nonetheless, the relationship between overall risk and thread lifetime is not unique and therefore does not enable a precise prediction, but rather the prediction of the likelihood of the thread lifetime.
Modeling the number of comments in a thread
In this section we extend the analysis done in the previous section to the modeling and prediction of the number of comments in a thread. We use the same D-dpreview dataset described before, with the same seven potential explanatory factors used in the previous section. However there is a slight issue there. Using the number of comments in a thread for predicting it seems trivial. In fact the practical prediction problem consists of using the early measurement of number of comments in a thread to predict its final value. We therefore will use the number of comments at the thread expiration delay as explanatory (risk) factor. This choice is motivated by the fact that at before thread expiration delay the number of comments is not yet definitive and predicting it is still meaningful.
We show in Table 5 the surface under the baseline survival function of the number of comments in D-dpreview dataset. Table 4 Mean value of the fitted Weibull distribution with each combination of risk factors in modeling the thread lifetime (D-dpreview).
Combination of risk factors Mean value
(1, 3, 6, 7) 0.56 (1, 3, 6) 0.56 (1, 3, 7) 0.58 (3, 6, 7) 0.68
0.59 (3, 6) 0.72 (3, 7) 0.69 (6, 7) 0.85 Fig. 7 the result of the fitting. Similarly to the thread lifetime modeling we show the effect of the observation time to predict the number of comments per thread. For this, we vary observation time as shown in Fig. 8 . This figure shows that when we use the information captured during the first 24 h, the information for risk factors is not enough to predict the number of comments. The baseline survival function (3, 4) 6.60 using the information observed for more than 2 days, however, is close to the baseline survival function based on the whole observation. Thus, we could closely predict the number of comments of threads after observing the information on risk factors for more than 2 days. Finally we will illustrate here how we can use the model developed in this paper to predict if a thread will attain more than 100 comments. We found in D-dpreview dataset that there are 1406 threads that have received more than 100 comments. In Fig. 9(a) we plot the number of comments received after 1, 2, and 3 days.
After 1 day (resp. 2 and 3 days) about 24% (resp. 56% and 73%) of the 1406 threads that have achieved more than 100 comments will attain 100 comments. Now let us suppose that one observes a thread and calculate a prognostic value of the explicative factor. Now let us predict that the thread will attain the 100 comments if the prognostic value is less than a threshold L. We show in Fig. 9(b)-(d) the performance of such predictor as a function of the value of the threshold when the prediction is made after 1, 2 and 3 days. For example the first day, using a threshold of À 200 for prognostic value enables to detect correctly 80% of threads attaining 100 comments. There will be some threads that have been misclassified (false positive threads). The mean number of comments in these threads is equal to 63. Indeed with larger observation time performance improves; the third day, the same threshold enables to detect more than 95% of such thread.
Related work
In this section, we briefly describe the literatures.
Survival analysis
Survival analysis [11] has been applied to various areas, such as bio-medical science, sociology, and epidemics [12] [13] [14] [15] . Among the methodologies for survival analysis, Cox proportional hazard regression model [4] , which is a semi-parametric survival analysis methodology, has been widely used [16] [17] [18] . In this paper, we applied the survival analysis and Cox proportional regression approach to model and predict the popularity of online contents. showed that an epidemic cascade of actions can explain these bursts. Our work is different from the existing literature by our explanatory approach based on Cox proportional hazard model. Rather than predicting the popularity values directly we predict the likelihood that a content will become popular.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a methodology for modeling and predicting the popularity of online contents. We applied Cox proportional hazard regression with a set of given explanatory factors to model and predict an objective metric of the popularity of online contents. We validated our approach by modeling and predicting two kinds of popularity metrics: the threads lifetime and the number of comments, with two datasets from two different online discussion forums, dpreview.com and myspace.com. In our experiments, we showed that the proposed methodology could predict the lifetime of Dpreview (resp. Myspace) threads by observing a thread during the first 5-6 days (resp. 24 h). Moreover, our approach was able to predict the number of comments in Dpreview dataset, by only observing a thread during its first 2-3 days. Finally, we presented how the approach can be applied to predict the set of threads that would receive more than 100 comments. This last example validates the flexibility of the proposed method. Kave Salamatian is a professor at University of Savoie. His main areas of researches are Internet measurement and modeling and networking information theory. He was previously reader at Lancaster University, UK and associate professor at University Pierre et Marie Curie. Kave has graduated in 1998 from Paris SUD-Orsay university where he worked on joint source channel coding applied to multimedia transmission over Internet for his Ph.D.
